All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

In 1942, Jacques Monod developed a mathematical model of bacterial growth in a liquid culture, where the bacterial cells and nutrient molecules were homogeneously distributed \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref001], [@pcbi.1005679.ref002]\]. A simple ordinary differential equation was accurate enough to account for the exponential growth of bacteria and their ascent into stationary phase following the exhaustion of the limiting resource. The model has proven to be long-lived since most experimental studies of the population dynamics of bacteria are in liquid culture \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref003], [@pcbi.1005679.ref004]\]. In contrast, outside the tubes, flasks, and chemostats of laboratory culture, bacteria most commonly live in physically structured habitats as colonies or microcolonies. Such colonies are heterogeneous; at a minimum, cells vary in their access to nutrients depending on their position within the colony and thereby divide at different rates.

The majority of research directed at understanding structured bacterial population growth has been confined to two dimensional (2-d) surfaces \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref005]--[@pcbi.1005679.ref010]\], including studying the interplay of evolution and the physical structure \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref011], [@pcbi.1005679.ref012]\], or analyzing effects of mechanical interactions in an expanding colony \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref013]--[@pcbi.1005679.ref015]\]. However, diffusion in two dimensions is different from three, making it easier to form diffusion-limited instabilities \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref005], [@pcbi.1005679.ref016], [@pcbi.1005679.ref017]\]. In 3-d, work has been done to understand nutrient shielding of the interior of a colony by the microbes on the surface, treating them as individual agents \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref018]\]. In addition, in the context of modeling biofilms, there exist many complex models that account for mechanical stresses, adhesion properties, fluid flows, fluxes of multiple metabolites and waste product, and so on (see Refs. \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref019]--[@pcbi.1005679.ref026]\] for just a few examples). These models typically involve many free parameters, not all of them experimentally constrained. Their complexity prevents analytical treatments, so that most such models are formulated in terms of agent-based or cellular automata approaches. As a result of this complexity, very few of these models have provided analytical insights, or have been compared to experiments quantitatively. In summary, we are not aware of 3-d models of colony growth that account for the spatially varying density of nutrients and bacteria, explain the observed experimental phenomenology of bacterial growth in such colonies, and do so in a relatively simple coarse-grained (PDE) Monod-style manner, rather than relying on complex agent-based simulations of individual bacteria.

Here we develop such a model that treats the growth rate heterogeneity due to the non-uniform nutrient distribution produced self-consistently by consumption of a nutrient by the bacteria. We explore its fit experimentally with the growth of *E. coli* maintained and growing as colonies embedded in 3-d matrix of soft agar with an initially uniform spatial distribution of a limiting carbon source, glucose ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1005679.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We compare dynamics of growth of bacteria in colonies with that of planktonic cells in liquid culture with the same concentration of limiting glucose. In our model, we assume that the colony is essentially unconstrained by the soft agar and is free to expand, and the bacteria within it are non-motile. This combined theoretical-experimental study reveals two surprising features of bacterial populations growing as colonies: (i) the bacteria within these structures exist as loosely packed viable cells, and (ii) the viable cell densities of bacteria produced in colonies is more than two-fold greater than that in liquid cultures with the same concentration of the limiting glucose.

![3-d colony growth.\
(A) Photograph of a representative *E. coli* colony inside 3-d agar at 22 hrs post inoculation. (B) A growing colony at 22 hrs as simulated using our mathematical model. Heatmap shows the spherically symmetric nutrient concentration, and the meshgrid sphere represents the colony. At this time, the nutrient at the center of the colony is fully consumed. Since the growth rate depends on local nutrient concentration, the cells at the center of the colony are not growing anymore.](pcbi.1005679.g001){#pcbi.1005679.g001}

Results {#sec002}
=======

Experimental characterization of bacterial growth {#sec003}
-------------------------------------------------

We use population growth of *E. coli* in minimal medium as the basis for developing the model. To control the amount of nutrients available to the bacteria, we use glucose at the initial concentration 0.2 mg/ml, at which it limits the stationary phase density of *E. coli* produced as planktonic cells and as colonies in soft agar. We grow bacteria either in liquid cultures or as three-dimensional colonies embedded in soft agar ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1005679.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Unless otherwise noted, 3-d colonies are grown in 3 ml of soft agar, inoculated with approximately 50 bacteria/ml. Under these conditions, each colony has an access to a nutrient subvolume of *v* ∼ 1/50 ml, or, on average, a nutrient sphere of radius *R* = (3*v*/4*π*)^1/3^ ≈ 1.7 mm. For the liquid and the 3-d growth, we estimate the density of viable cells, *N*(*t*), at different times diluting and plating and then counting the number of resulting colonies (colony-forming units, or CFU), see [Methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"} for details. For each time point, we obtain 6 independent replicates of CFU density estimates, and each experiment was replicated at least 3 times.

The results of these population growth experiments are shown in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"} (data points). In liquid, the density of the population increases exponentially, and then abruptly stops and begins to decline at a low rate, presumably because the bacteria consume the available glucose and enter the stationary phase, at which time the rate of cell mortality exceeds that of division. In contrast, in 3-d colonies, the exponential growth and the stationary phase are separated by a gradual decline in the net rate of growth. We expect that this is because the growth of the population here is limited by the speed with which diffusion brings glucose from the periphery of the available nutrient volume to the colony, where it is consumed by the bacteria. Surprisingly, the maximum density of bacteria growing as colonies is substantially greater than that in liquid, despite the concentration of the limiting glucose being equal for liquid and the soft agar. To understand these findings quantitatively, we now develop a simple (minimalist) mathematical model of resource-limited bacterial growth in liquid and as spatially structured colonies.

![*E. coli* population dynamics.\
Experimental data, averaged over all experiments (symbols, error bars are s. e. m.), are compared with the fits of the mathematical model we developed (solid lines). For clarity, uncertainty of the numerical predictions is omitted and is shown instead in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005679.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Liquid cultures switch abruptly from the exponential growth to the saturation, and then decay slowly. In contrast, 3-d colonies gradually slow down before saturating (see Inset) at a population size larger than that in the liquid, and then decay. Note that the curves start with ∼50 CFU/ml, which corresponds to over ∼150 colonies started by individual cells in the 3-d colony setup.](pcbi.1005679.g002){#pcbi.1005679.g002}

Minimal model of resource-limited bacterial growth {#sec004}
--------------------------------------------------

Our liquid culture model of bacterial growth is a variant of that of Monod \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref002]\]. In this model, all bacteria have the same resource (glucose) concentration dependent growth rate *g*(*ρ*) = *g*~max~ *ρ*/(*ρ* + *K*), where *ρ* is the concentration of glucose, *g*~max~ is the maximum growth rate, and *K*, the Monod constant, is the concentration of the resource when the growth rate is half its maximum value *g*~max~/2. With these parameters, the rate of change of the density of the bacterial population *n* = *N*/*v* is given by $$\begin{array}{rc}
\frac{dn}{dt} & {= n\,\Theta\left( t - \tau_{\text{lag}} \right)\frac{g_{\text{max}}\,\rho}{\rho + K} - nm,} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rc}
\frac{d\rho}{dt} & {= - \frac{1}{a_{l}}n\,\Theta\left( t - \tau_{\text{lag}} \right)\frac{g_{\text{max}}\,\rho}{\rho + K}.} \\
\end{array}$$ Here *v* is the volume of the liquid where the culture grows, and *a*~l~ is the liquid *yield*, which measures the number of bacteria produced by a microgram of the nutrient. Further, Θ(*t* − *τ*~lag~) is the Heaviside Θ-function, which is equal to zero for *t* \< *τ*~lag~, and to unity otherwise. It represents the lag phase before the growth starts after a transfer to a new environment. Note that Eqs [(1)](#pcbi.1005679.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#pcbi.1005679.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"} differ slightly from the standard Monod model. Specifically, we added a small constant death rate *m* to account for the decrease of the population in the liquid culture after the saturation ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the population has a zero net growth at a critical nutrient density of *ρ*~m~ = *mK*/(*g*~max~ − *m*), which represents the minimum nutrient concentration needed to sustain life without growth \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref027]\].

We fit the five growth parameters (*g*~max~, *K*, *a*~l~, *τ*~lag~, and *m*) to the experimental data using nonlinear least squares fitting, and estimate uncertainties of the fit using bootstrapping (see [Materials and methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"}, and also [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"}). As seen in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"} (blue curve), after the lag phase, the population increases exponentially before it saturates abruptly when all the cells in the colony run out of food at the same time. The excellent agreement between the experiments and the model is encouraging. It allows us to use the Monod model with death as the basis for 3-d studies.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005679.t001

###### Fitted parameters.

![](pcbi.1005679.t001){#pcbi.1005679.t001g}

  Name       Description                                   Literature values   References                                                                   Fitted value    80% confidence interval
  ---------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- -------------------------
  *g*~max~   maximum growth rate, hr^−1^                   \[0.52, 0.83\]      \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref032], [@pcbi.1005679.ref036], [@pcbi.1005679.ref037]\]   0.73            \[0.56, 0.89\]
  *K*        half-saturation constant, *μ*g/L              35                  \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref037]\]                                                   122             \[19.5, 783\]
  *a*~l~     yield in liquid, 10^6^ CFU/*μ*g glucose       \[0.5, 1.2\]        \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref038], [@pcbi.1005679.ref039]\]                           0.61            \[0.54, 0.67\]
  *τ*~lag~   lag phase duration, hr                        \[2, 5\]            \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref040]\]                                                   4.5             \[4.3, 4.7\]
  *m*        death rate, hr^−1^                            \[0.0049, 0.018\]   \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref027], [@pcbi.1005679.ref037]\]                           0.0029          \[7.7 × 10^−4^, 0.011\]
  *a*~c~     yield in 3-d colony, 10^6^ CFU/*μ*g glucose   N/A                                                                                              1.50            \[1.36, 1.63\]
  *D*        glucose diffusion in 0.35% agar, *μ*m^2^/hr   1.8 × 10^6^         \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref041]\]                                                   0.55 × 10^6^    \[0.21, 0.89\] × 10^6^
  *μ*        packing density, CFUs/*μ*m^3^                 N/A                                                                                              2.98 × 10^−2^   \[1.74, 4.22\] × 10^−2^

To develop the minimal model of 3-d growth, we assume that the bacteria within the colony are physiologically identical, but depending on their position, vary in their access to the diffusing carbon source. Thus all cells grow according to the Monod model, differing only by the local availability of the limiting nutrient, glucose, *ρ*(*x*, *y*, *z*). For 3-d colonies, the dynamics of the bacterial density *n*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is a result of a complex interplay between mechanical properties of the extracellular colony matrix and the substrate, in which the colony grows, the stiffness of the bacterial wall, and the growth properties of bacteria themselves. Mathematical models that account for these complexities are typically over-parameterized, making it hard to make precise quantitative predictions \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref023], [@pcbi.1005679.ref024]\]. In contrast, here we aim at building the simplest possible model consistent with data. We assume that soft agar is too soft to provide mechanical resistance to the colony, but sufficiently dense to keep cells from moving. Thus the colony would grow in density until bacteria get as close-packed, on average, as possible given the amount of the extracellular matrix they secrete. We denote this maximum cell number density as *μ*. Having reached the maximum density, any new cellular divisions must expand the colony into the soft agar, with the same fixed maximum density in the volume occupied by the colony, save for possibly smaller density at the colony edge. Further, as seen in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1005679.g001){ref-type="fig"}, the colony spreads spherically-symmetrically, so that the density of the cells and the nutrient concentration are functions of the radius and the time only, *n*(*r*, *t*) and *ρ*(*r*, *t*). Thus we have $$\begin{array}{rc}
\frac{\partial n\left( r,t \right)}{\partial t} & {= n\left( r,t \right)\,\left\lbrack \Theta\left( t - \tau_{\text{lag}} \right)\frac{g_{\text{max}}\,\rho\left( r,t \right)}{\rho\left( r,t \right) + K} - m \right\rbrack,} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rc}
\frac{\partial\rho\left( r,t \right)}{\partial t} & {= D\nabla^{2}\rho - \frac{1}{a_{c}}n\left( r,t \right)\,\Theta\left( t - \tau_{\text{lag}} \right)\frac{g_{\text{max}}\,\rho\left( r,t \right)}{\rho\left( r,t \right) + K},} \\
\end{array}$$ with the initial uniform spatial concentration of the nutrient *ρ*(*r*, 0) = *ρ*~0~ at time *t* = 0, and a single bacterium starting the colony at *r* = 0. In these equations, *D* is the nutrient (glucose) diffusion coefficient. Further, we allow for the yield in the colony *a*~c~ to be different from the liquid yield *a*~l~ to account for the different saturation values in [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"}, as further discussed below. Importantly, since the agar is more than 99% liquid, the four other growth parameters *g*~max~, *K*, *τ*~lag~, and *m* are taken to be the same in both media.

Bacterial density in [Eq (3)](#pcbi.1005679.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} would grow to infinity with time, which is physically unrealistic. Thus we need to bound the cell density from above by a maximum value, corresponding to maximally packed cells (and extracellular matrix) that can be compressed no further. To do this, and to establish such maximum cellular packing density *μ* in [Eq (3)](#pcbi.1005679.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we now impose that the overall increase in cell number beyond the maximum density leads to the proportionate growth of the colony radius *r*~c~, so that $N \equiv 4\pi\int dr\, r^{2}n\left( r,t \right) = \left( 4/3 \right)\pi r_{c}^{3}\mu$. In other words, at each point in time, we impose the condition that $$\begin{array}{r}
{n\left( r,t \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
{\mu,} & {0 < r \leq r_{c} = \left( 3N/4\pi\mu \right)^{1/3},} \\
{0,} & {r_{c} < r \leq R,} \\
\end{array}\operatorname{} \right.} \\
\end{array}$$ where *R* = (3*v*/4*π*)^1/3^ is the radius of the nutrient subvolume accessible to the colony. To reconcile Eqs [(3)](#pcbi.1005679.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(5)](#pcbi.1005679.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we say that all new growth is accounted for by the expansion of the colony edge, *r*~c~(*t*), while the death results in a decrease in the cell density locally (see [Materials and methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"} for description of the algorithm for simulating this growth model). This is reminiscent of earlier hybrid differential-discrete simulations \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref028], [@pcbi.1005679.ref029]\]. However, we note that, in our model, the biomass changes differentially: the cell density in each spherical shell is a real number, and it is not necessarily equal to *μ* in either the largest shell (due to growth) or in all other shells (due to cell death). In fact, we emphasize that one should not view the colony growth as biomass transfer, but rather as growth in the inner shells creating pressure that expands the colony radius continuously. It might be possible to write this mass dynamics as an integro-differential equation. However, for the purpose of solving the model and comparing to experiments, an integro-differential equation will not be more useful than the explicit dynamical rules that we have provided.

Although the assumption of redistribution of new growth into a spherically symmetric front of a growing colony will likely be violated for a generic colony or biofilm, it is clearly satisfied for colonies in our experiments (cf. [Fig 1](#pcbi.1005679.g001){ref-type="fig"}). One would expect violations of the symmetry if there are nearby colonies competing for the same nutrients, and thus partially shielding each other. However, in our experiments, colonies are either well separated and hence weakly interacting (small initial bacterial densities), or there are many colonies in arbitrary directions from each other (large bacterial densities); in both cases, the approximate spherical symmetry is restored (especially since we average over multiple colonies before counting CFUs). Thus there are no obvious reasons to go beyond the spherical symmetry assumption. In fact, we will see that predictions of this simple model will be verified against new experimental data, further confirming the spherical symmetry assumption *a posteriori*.

As mentioned above, there are a lot of models in the literature describing growth of bacterial communities in spatially structured environments. \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref019], [@pcbi.1005679.ref023], [@pcbi.1005679.ref024]\]. However, we have not found any readily available 3-d spherically symmetric soft agar colony models, where every included biological process or physical feature is essential to the population biology of the colony. This necessitated development of our model in this section.

Model analysis {#sec005}
--------------

To illustrate the behavior of the 3-d model of bacterial growth as colonies, we plot numerical solutions of Eqs [(3)](#pcbi.1005679.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(5)](#pcbi.1005679.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} for different values of the nutrient diffusion coefficient in [Fig 3(A)](#pcbi.1005679.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Especially at small *D*, two different growth regimes are clearly visible after the lag but before the ultimate saturation and the slow cell death. The first is the fast *exponential growth* based on local, immediately accessible resources. This regime is indistinguishable from the growth in liquid. When the local nutrients are depleted at a certain time *τ*~1~ following the start of the growth at *τ*~lag~, new nutrients must be brought from afar by diffusion. This is slow, resulting in a slower *diffusion-limited growth* regime. Here the overall colony growth rate is an average over cells growing at different rates due to different concentrations of the locally accessible nutrient. Our numerical solutions suggest that, in this regime, the nutrient concentration at the colony edge decays exponentially fast, in agreement with Ref. \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref018]\], cf. [Fig 3(B)](#pcbi.1005679.g003){ref-type="fig"}. The nutrient penetration depth is only a few *μ*m, or a few cell layers. Therefore, in the diffusion-limited regime, there are, essentially, no nutrients deep inside a colony, and only cells at the periphery can grow. In the absence of resource storage \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref030]\], nutrient sharing from the outer cells, or cannibalism (we model none of these), interior cells would not grow at all and will eventually die. The diffusion-limited growth regime finally ends with *saturation* and *slow death* when most of the nutrients in the accessible subvolume are depleted at time *τ*~2~ after *τ*~lag~. The onset of the saturation takes longer than in liquid since small (but larger than *ρ*~m~) amounts of the nutrient linger at the far edges of the nutrient subvolume for a long time.

![Mathematical model predictions.\
(A) Population growth in liquid culture and in 3-d colonies. The growth parameters are chosen as best fit values for our experimental data (see [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"}), except for *D*, which we vary to illustrate different growth regimes. The diffusion-limited regime in the limit of small *D* is consistent with the prediction *N* ∝ *t*^3/2^. The time scales *τ*~*i*~ are illustrated for *D* = 1.4 × 10^5^ *μ*m^2^/hr. (B) Profile of the nutrient concentration in space at different times using the same parameters as above and *D* = 5.5 × 10^5^ *μ*m^2^/h, as in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"}. The edge of the colony is illustrated by stars on each curve. The inset shows that the concentration decreases exponentially at the colony edge in the diffusion-limited growth regime. The penetration depth is about 3 *μ*m.](pcbi.1005679.g003){#pcbi.1005679.g003}

Analytical expressions for *τ*~1~, *τ*~2~, and the growth dynamics can be obtained from the following arguments. First, in the exponential growth regime, the population grows as $N \sim e^{g_{\text{max}}t}$. This requires $e^{g_{\text{max}}t}/a_{c}$ of the nutrient mass, which must come from the volume immediately accessible by diffusion, equal to $\sim \rho_{0}\left( \sqrt{Dt} \right)^{3}$. Equating the two expressions gives, to the leading order, $\tau_{1} \sim g_{\text{max}}^{- 1}\log\left\lbrack \rho_{0}a_{c}\left( D/g_{\text{max}} \right)^{3/2} \right\rbrack$. When local resources are exhausted, growth is limited by nutrients diffusing in from the volume $\sim \left( \sqrt{Dt} \right)^{3}$. However, because the encounter probability for a 3-d random walk is less than one \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref031]\], most of the nutrient molecules coming from afar will not be immediately absorbed. In fact, since the box-counting dimension of a diffusive process is two, only $\sim \rho_{0}\left( \sqrt{Dt} \right)^{2}r_{c}$ nutrient molecules will be captured in time *t*, resulting in *N* ∼ *ρ*~0~ *Dtr*~c~ *a*~c~. On the other hand, the radius of the colony grows as *r*~c~ = (3/4*π*)^1/3^(*N*/*μ*)^1/3^. Combining these expressions gives *N* ∼ \[(*a*~c~ *ρ*~0~ *D*)^3^/*μ*\]^1/2^ *t*^3/2^ in the diffusion-limited regime. Finally, the total amount of nutrients available to the colony is ∼*ρ*~0~ *R*^3^, and so the diffusion-limited growth will saturate, and the cells will start dying with the rate of *m* when the colony grows to *N* ∼ *a*~c~ *ρ*~0~ *R*^3^, which occurs at *τ*~2~ ∼ (*μ*/*a*~c~ *ρ*~0~)^1/3^ *R*^2^/*D*. Altogether, we find $$N \sim \begin{cases}
{\text{const},} & {t < \tau_{\text{lag}},} \\
{e^{g_{\text{max}}t},} & {t - \tau_{\text{lag}} \ll \tau_{1} \sim \frac{\text{log}\left\lbrack {\rho_{0}a_{\text{c}}\left( \frac{D}{g_{\text{max}}} \right)^{3/2}} \right\rbrack}{g_{\text{max}}},} \\
{\left\lbrack \frac{\left( {a_{\text{c}}\rho_{0}D} \right)^{3}}{\mu} \right\rbrack^{\frac{1}{2}}t^{3/2},} & {\tau_{1} \ll t - \tau_{\text{lag}} \ll \tau_{2} \sim \left( \frac{\mu}{a_{\text{c}}\rho_{0}} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}\frac{R^{2}}{D},} \\
{a_{\text{c}}\rho_{0}R^{3}e^{- mt},} & {\tau_{2} \ll t - \tau_{\text{lag}},} \\
\end{cases}$$ These analytical estimates are supported by the numerical solutions in [Fig 3(A)](#pcbi.1005679.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

We note that in one or two dimensions, the diffusion limited growth would scale as *N* ∝ *t*^*d*/2^ for dimension *d*, independently of the (small) colony radius, or even for a point colony, since the random walk encounter probability there is one \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref031]\]. In contrast, our three-dimensional result depends critically on knowing how the radius of the colony scales with the number of growing bacteria. In particular, here we cannot model the colony as a point-like object. Thus the exponent of the power law scaling is not universal in 3-d, and it may change for heterogeneous colonies with varying cell size and cell density.

Comparing the minimal model of 3-d bacterial colony growth to data {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the extent to which our minimal model accounts for the dynamics of growth of bacteria in colonies, we fit the model to data using nonlinear least squares fitting, similar to the liquid case. We keep the parameters *a*~l~, *K*, *g*~max~, *m*, and *τ*~lag~ equal to the values inferred for liquid, and only optimize *D*, *μ*, and *a*~c~ for the 3-d culture data. See [Materials and methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"} for the details of the fits, including estimation of the prediction uncertainty using bootstrapping. [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"} shows fitted parameter values with the corresponding nominal values from the literature. The fitted parameters are consistent with the nominal values where the latter are known. A possible exception is the value of the glucose diffusion coefficient *D*, which is lower than those reported in previous publications (though the confidence interval on our fits is rather large). This could be a result of the previous measurements done in hydrogels, rather than in 0.35% agar preparation used in this study. Further, the best fit curve shows an excellent agreement with data (cf. [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"}, red), and the prediction confidence bands are very narrow (cf. [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005679.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that nutrient diffusion and the ensuing geometric heterogeneity of growth are sufficient to explain the population dynamics of these *E. coli* colonies in 3-d at our experimental precision, and consideration of additional phenotypic inhomogeneities is not needed.

![Fitting models to data.\
*A*: Liquid growth model (solid blue line) fitted to all of the experimental data we have collected (blue diamonds). 80% confidence intervals around the best-fit predictions are shown by light blue shaded bands (established by bootstrapping, with 1000 resamplings). *B*: same, but for 3-d colony growth. Red circles, solid red line, and light red band correspond to the data, the best fit, and the 80% confidence intervals (from 30 resamplings).](pcbi.1005679.g004){#pcbi.1005679.g004}

Our analysis also provides estimates of two previously unknown parameters, *μ* (the maximum packing density of viable cells) and *a*~c~ (yield in 3-d colonies). The inferred packing density is *μ* = 3.0 ⋅ 10^−2^ CFU/*μ*m^3^, with the 80% confidence interval of \[1.7, 4.2\] ⋅ 10^−2^ CFU/*μ*m^3^. Since an *E. coli* cell has a volume of between 0.5 and 2 *μ*m^3^ \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref032], [@pcbi.1005679.ref033]\], this suggests that only about ∼3% of all space in a colony is occupied by viable cells. This is a surprising finding, and it requires an independent corroboration. Towards this end, we measure radii of large colonies and calculate their packing densities by diving colony volumes by the average CFUs per colony. This gives *μ* = 1.5 ± 0.08 × 10^−2^ CFU/*μ*m^3^, consistent with our estimation of *μ* from the fitted growth model. In other words, in our experiments, viable *E. coli* cells are sparsely packed. Notice that here we only say that, in large colonies, there is a small density of *viable* cells that grow into visible, countable colonies when plated. There could be many other cells, which, for whatever reason, do not grow into large colonies after plating. Without additional investigations, we cannot make the distinction. Also notice that we can only make this claim for *large, old* colonies which is when most cells in growing colonies emerge. In particular, the low density claim is not valid during early growth, when each colony starts with an individual cell, which by definition takes 100% of the colony volume.

The second inferred parameter is *a*~c~. We find that the yield as measured by the ratio of the CFU estimated stationary phase density and the quantity of glucose in 3-d is 2 to 3 times higher than that in liquid culture, *a*~c~ \> *a*~l~ (cf. [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"}). This implies that, at saturation, colonies produce more CFUs than liquid cultures, which is directly apparent from [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"}. This is a surprising result, since in the colony the bacteria grow more slowly and there is more time for cell death. Nonetheless, similar results have been reported for colonies growing on surfaces \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref034]\]. Here this effect is likely a direct consequence of the growth dynamics during the diffusion-limited regime. Indeed, *E. coli* cells growing at a rate of \>1 hr^−1^ grow to be 2 to 3 times larger than cells growing at a rate of \<0.1 hr^−1^ \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref035]\]. While the diffusion limited regime lasts only for a few hours (cf. [Fig 2](#pcbi.1005679.g002){ref-type="fig"}), more than 90% of all cells emerge at that time, so that the majority of cells in the colony are smaller than in liquid, yielding more cells from the same nutrient amount.

Independent experimental test of the model {#sec007}
------------------------------------------

As an independent test of the developed 3-d growth model, we use it to predict results of experiments distinct from those used for fitting the model. Specifically, we investigate how the population size depends on the density of bacteria used to inoculate the soft agar. At a long measurement time (72 hrs), our model predicts a non-monotonic dependence of the population size on the inoculation density (cf. [Fig 5](#pcbi.1005679.g005){ref-type="fig"}, dashed line). This is because, at very low densities, each colony has access to a large nutrient subvolume, and the colony cannot clear this subvolume by diffusion in just 72 hrs. As a result, at the end of the experiment, there are still nutrients in the media, and the colony does not reach its maximum size. In contrast, at very high inoculating densities, colonies rapidly exhaust their small available nutrient subvolumes, the cell death becomes important throughout much of the experiment duration, and the population is smaller again. Thus the population reaches its maximum at intermediate densities, where these two effects balance. We test this prediction by experimentally measuring population sizes at 72 hrs for *E. coli* growing in soft agar at inoculums varying from 10^1^ to 10^5^ cells/ml As seen in [Fig 5](#pcbi.1005679.g005){ref-type="fig"}, the experimental data agree with the prediction within errors and, in particular, exhibit the expected non-monotonicity. We emphasize that no additional fitting was done for this figure, and yet the agreement between the experiment and the theory is very good.

![Dependence of the population size on the inoculation density.\
Colony cultures inoculated with different cell densities grow to different population sizes. Circles are experiment data measured at 74 hr post inoculation, and error bars are s. e. m. The best-fit 3-d bacterial growth model reproduces these data within experimental error bars and computational confidence interval, without additional fitting.](pcbi.1005679.g005){#pcbi.1005679.g005}

Experimental test beyond population biology confirms prediction and suggests future model improvements {#sec008}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our simplest 3-d spherically symmetric colony growth model has been able to fit bacterial population dynamics data remarkably well. To further challenge the model and to suggest its possible future improvements, we now use microscopy (see [Materials and methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"}) to collect additional data that is of a very different nature compared to the data used for building the model. We use these new experiments to further investigate the most salient prediction of the model, namely the difference in the liquid vs. colony yield.

According to our fits, the bacterial yield per microgram of glucose in 3-d colonies is 2 to 3 times higher than that in the liquid culture. We proposed that this is because the cells in liquid grow faster (and hence are larger) than those in colonies. To verify this directly, we measured the cell size (length) in these different growth conditions as a function of the time since inoculation (see [Materials and methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"}). For liquid, the mean cell length at 6 hours post-inoculation was 1.9 ± 0.7 *μ*m. For older cultures, we have no way of distinguishing young and old cells, and so the distribution of cell sizes includes both cells that were born in earlier stages of the experiment, as well as recently. Crucially, as the cultures grew older, long, filamentous cells emerged (for old cultures, the longest cells were \> 100 *μ*m). While the fraction of such extremely long cells was small, this tail of the cell size probability distribution \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref042], [@pcbi.1005679.ref043]\] had a pronounced effect on the mean cell length, increasing it to ∼5 *μ*m for the oldest cultures ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005679.g006){ref-type="fig"}). To account for this long tail, we report both the mean and the median cell sizes, as well as the fraction of cells that remained non-filamentous (defined as \< 5 *μ*m in length). As seen in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005679.g006){ref-type="fig"}, the number of short cells stabilizes near 60 − 70% for the oldest cultures. At the same time, the median cell size in liquid does not depend on the culture age, hovering around 2 *μ*m. In contrast, the distribution of cell sizes in colonies is much less skewed. Less than 1% of the sampled cells become filamentous at long times ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005679.g006){ref-type="fig"}), so that the mean and the median cell lengths are nearly equal. The average cell size drops when the diffusion-limited growth starts, and it saturates near 1.5 *μ*m for very old colonies. Combining these measurements, the size ratio of cells grown in the liquid and in colonies is between ∼1.6 (for the median length) and ∼3.4 (for the mean length), in agreement with the population biology estimate above, again validating our model. Crucially, these experiments also suggest that the immediate next modification of our growth model should not be inclusion of mechanical stresses and more complicated nutrient and waste product fluxes, but rather the growth-speed dependence of the yield, *a* = *a*(*g*(*ρ*)), which would replace the two parameters *a*~l~ and *a*~c~ with a single function and unite the two growth models.

![Cells in liquid and in colonies have different sizes.\
(Left) The fraction of non-filamentous cells (\< 5 *μ*m in length) in liquid cultures and in colonies. Color convention is as in the previous figures. Error bars represent the square-root counting statistics. (Center) The mean and the median cell sizes in liquid and colony cultures. Error bars of the means are s. e. m. Error bars of the medians are the bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. (Right) The ratio of cell sizes in liquid to those in colonies. The solid line shows the ratio of the means, and the dashed line is the ratio of the medians. Error bars are propagated from the error bars of the means and the medians. Cells in old colonies are 1.6 to 3.4 times shorter than in old liquid cultures.](pcbi.1005679.g006){#pcbi.1005679.g006}

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

To our knowledge, the model developed here is the first continuous, rather than agent-based, model to explicitly study bacterial growth as colonies. We consider this the minimal model because it assumes spherical symmetry and that the availability of nutrients (a carbon source) is the sole factor determining the rate of cell division within colonies. In reality, the cellular growth, division, and death rates would also depend on cell-to-cell interactions of various sorts, on the enrichment and deterioration of the environment due to the buildup of secondary metabolites and waste, on cell-environment mechanical interactions, and on diverse cellular phenotypic commitments. The model we developed and experimentally tested here only accounts for the spatial heterogeneity in access to the diffusing nutrient and assumes no such additional effects \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref030], [@pcbi.1005679.ref044], [@pcbi.1005679.ref045]\].

Nevertheless, despite these limitations, with five parameters describing the growth in liquid, and three additional parameters specific to the 3-d spherically symmetric colony growth, this model provides an impressively accurate description of growth of populations of *E. coli* as colonies in soft agar as well as planktonic cells in liquid. Unlike the anticipated and observed nearly precipitous termination of growth in liquid culture as nutrients become depleted, our 3-d model accounts for the experimentally observed gradual reduction in net rate of replication as diffusion of the resource increasingly limits colony growth with time. With no additional fitting, the model also correctly predicted the non-monotonic, upside-down U shaped dependence of the population size on the inoculating bacterial density. Moreover, all of the best-fit parameters inferred from the data agreed with prior estimates in the literature, where these are available (see [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"} and references therein), indicating high-quality fits without overfitting.

Our study has revealed and/or confirmed several intriguing observations about bacteria growing in colonies. First, the growth in colonies yielded substantially greater viable cell densities than obtained in liquid culture with the same concentrations of limiting carbon source. We proposed that this was a direct consequence of the diffusion-limited growth, which happens at a slower division rate. In turn, slow division is correlated with smaller size of bacterial cells \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref035]\], resulting in more bacteria for the same nutrient amount. This slowing down is very important phenotypically---according to our model, over 90% of all bacteria in the colony are formed at such decreased growth rate, and the yield *a*~c~ is an average over yields at different stages of the slowing. We have directly verified this hypothesis by measuring cell sizes in liquid and colony cultures as a function of the time since inoculation. These new data provided a confirmation of our population biology estimates of the yields and of the hypothesis behind their difference. The experiments also suggest a natural future extension of our model, which would come from measuring the dependence of the cell size and the yield on the growth rate and then verifying if both the liquid and the colony growth can be described by the same dependence *a* = *a*(*g*(*ρ*)).

Our second intriguing observation, which is supported by two independent sets of measurements, is that the packing density inside colonies is very low, *μ* ∼ 0.03 CFU/*μ*m^3^, so that the vast majority of a volume of a colony is not occupied by viable cells. The accuracy of this observation depends strongly on whether, when the 3-d cultures are liquified and plated for counting, cells get perfectly separated from each other, and the counted colonies start from individual cells. We notice that, when we put liquified cultures under a microscope to produce data for [Fig 6](#pcbi.1005679.g006){ref-type="fig"}, we observe that the cells *are* well-separated. Further, if low *μ* was a result of us underestimating the number of cells in the colony, it would mean that *a*~c~ must be even larger than our current estimate. Thus one would be able to make even more cells from the same nutrient amount in 3-d cultures. This is extremely unlikely since we additionally measured the cell lengths in liquid and in 3-d colonies ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005679.g006){ref-type="fig"}), with the ratio of cell lengths agreeing with the independently estimated ratio *a*~l~/*a*~c~. Thus we are confident in our estimate of *μ*. What could be the reasons for its small value? It is possible that the colonies are, indeed, largely void of viable cells, with extracellular fluids and matrix fibers filling in the gaps. Another possibility is that cells deep inside the colony are dead or dormant due to the absence of nutrients, or due to other effects, such as mechanical stresses, so that the viable cells that we measure are a minority of all the bacterial cells that existed. Our experiments show no evidence for such deviations from the minimal growth model, but it is clear that additional studies, including direct imaging of the colony structure, must be done in the future.

One interpretation of the close fit between the predictions of this minimal model and the results of our soft-agar experiments is that heterogeneities beyond nutrient access contribute little to the growth dynamics of bacteria in colonies. It remains to be tested how general this result is. Is the *E. coli* in glucose-limited minimal medium used in this experiment exceptional? Is the spherically symmetric growth special? Will the results hold for other bacterial species and for complex media, like broth? We propose that the minimal model developed here be used as a baseline to address such questions of generality with other bacteria, geometries, and media. Models are most useful when they do not fit data and thus point to other factors contributing to the studied dynamics. For growth of bacteria in colonies, such factors can be mechanical or other stresses, cell-cell interactions, and others. From an evolutionary perspective particularly intriguing would be studies of growth of bacteria in colonies initiated with multiple cells of different genotypes (or even species), where deviations from the model could signal such important phenomena as clonal competition or cooperation within a clone.

Materials and methods {#sec010}
=====================

Bacteria {#sec011}
--------

We used *Escherichia coli B, ara rpsL T6 r-m-*, originally obtained from Seymour Lederberg \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref038]\]. We employ one of the evolved strains, REL1976, generously provided by Richard Lenski \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref046]\].

Media, culture and sampling procedures {#sec012}
--------------------------------------

Overnight cultures were grown in Lysogeny Broth (LB), Becton Dickinson (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), diluted in 0.85% saline and introduced into in liquid or into 0.35% Bacto agar with Davis minimal salts \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref047]\] supplemented with 0.2mg/ml glucose as the sole and limiting carbon source. The liquid cultures were maintained with 10 ml of the medium in 50 ml flasks. For the 3-d colony experiments, 3ml of bacteria suspended in soft agar were put into the wells of 6-well Costar Macrotiter plates, set in a tray with distilled water to reduce the rate of evaporation.

### Sampling {#sec013}

The viable cell densities in both the liquid and soft agar cultures were estimated by serial dilution in 0.85% saline and plating on LB agar. The bacteria from the soft agar in each well were taken up with Samco Scientific long transfer pipettes, VWR International, transferred to glass tubes with 10 ml of 0.85% saline. To suspend the bacteria in the soft agar, tubes with the 10 ml of saline and 3 ml of soft agar were disrupted with the long transfer pipettes until the soft agar was fully mixed with saline, and then vortexed for 30 seconds.

Cell size measurement {#sec014}
---------------------

To measure the cell sizes in liquid cultures at a certain time point, 5 ml of the experiment culture was centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 4 min. Excess supernant was then disposed of, so that the cell density of the resuspension of the rest of the culture was at least 10^7^ cells/ml. Cells were then put on a microscope slide (Leica (Wetzlar, Germany) TCS SP8 inverted confocal microscope with live-cell chamber at 60x (HC PL APO 63x/1.40 oil CS2 WD 0.14 mm)), photographed, and their length in the pictures was measured manually using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). For colony cultures, centrifuge would not separate the agar and the cells. Thus we first dispersed the colony culture and then directly sampled from the mixture. In order to have enough cells per slide to image, the 6-hour old cultures were inoculated with 10^6^ cells/ml. The 14-hour old cultures were inoculated with 1000 cells/ml. The older cultures were all inoculated with 50 cells/ml.

Numerical solution of the model {#sec015}
-------------------------------

The well-mixed Monod model, Eqs [(1)](#pcbi.1005679.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#pcbi.1005679.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}, was solve using `ode15s` MatLab routine. To solve the growth equations Eqs [(3)](#pcbi.1005679.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(5)](#pcbi.1005679.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} numerically, we rewrote the equations in spherically symmetric coordinates, and then discretize the space into concentric shells so that the partial differential equations become sets of coupled ordinary differential equations describing dynamics within each shell. These were then solved again using Matlab's `ode15s`, with an additional constraint that redistributed the total number of bacteria *N* into a bacterial colony with the constant cell packing density, as in [Eq (5)](#pcbi.1005679.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, at every time step. That is, each discretized shell of the space had a maximum cellular capacity given by the packing density and the shell volume. The constraint redistributed those cells that overflowed each shell's capacity to the colony's edge, but we did not shrink the inner shells when the cells in them started dying. Newly grown cells are first filled in the colony's current edge shell. If the current edge shell is overflowed, the extra cells are filled in the next shell, and so on.

Model fitting and confidence intervals estimation {#sec016}
-------------------------------------------------

We first fitted the five parameters of the Monod model for the growth in the liquid culture, Eqs [(1)](#pcbi.1005679.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#pcbi.1005679.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For this we defined the loss function $\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i}\left( N_{i} - N\left( t_{i};g_{\text{max}},m,K,\tau_{\text{lag}},a_{l} \right) \right)^{2}$, where *N*~*i*~ was the population size (in CFU/ml) in the *i*'th measurement, and *N*(*t*~*i*~; *g*~max~, *m*, *K*, *τ*~lag~, *a*~l~) was the model prediction for the same time and for given parameter values. Note that we did not average measurements at the same *t*, but incorporated all individual observations into the loss function, cf. [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005679.g004){ref-type="fig"}. We optimized $\mathcal{L}$ over the five parameters using MatLab's `fmincon`. For *K* and *m*, which are small and have large uncertainties, we optimized w. r. t. their logarithms, thus enforcing their positivity (the other parameters were sufficiently constrained by data away from zero even without this reparameterization). The optimization was performed with ten different random initial conditions for the parameters, and the best values from among all the runs were chosen, resulting in the best-fit parameters ${\overline{g}}_{\text{max}},\overline{m},\overline{K},{\overline{\tau}}_{l},{\overline{a}}_{l}$, which we report in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"}.

To estimate the confidence intervals for these inferences, we bootstrapped the data 1000 times \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref048]\]. When re-sampling with replacements for bootstrapping, we resampled separately from the exponential growth region (*t* ≤ 22 hrs) and the saturated region (*t* \> 22 hrs), so that the number of data points in each of the regions was fixed in all resampled datasets. We refitted the five growth parameters for each of the resampled data sets. The middle 80% of the best-fit parameter realizations are reported in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"} as confidence intervals, and the covariances among the bootstrapped best-fit values are reported in [Table 2](#pcbi.1005679.t002){ref-type="table"}. Since the sensitivities to the parameters vary widely, and $\mathcal{L}$ near its minimum is badly approximated by a quadratic form, we additionally report confidence intervals directly on the model predictions, rather than just the parameters. For this, for each of the 1000 resampled datasets, we calculated the population growth with the best-fit parameters, and the middle 80% of these growth curves are shown as the colored band in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005679.g004){ref-type="fig"} (top).

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005679.t002

###### Covariances and correlations of the fitted parameters.

![](pcbi.1005679.t002){#pcbi.1005679.t002g}

  *g*~max~, hr^−1^   *K*, *μ*g/L   *a*~l~, 10^6^ CFU/*μ*g glucose   lag, hr   *m*, hr^−1^   *a*~c~, hr    *D*, 10^6^ *μ*m^2^/hr   *μ*, CFUs/*μ*m^3^
  ------------------ ------------- -------------------------------- --------- ------------- ------------- ----------------------- -------------------
  0.029              0.19          0.0018                           0.0041    0.0047        6.0 × 10^4^   0.018                   5.1 × 10^4^
  *0.99*             3.4           0.022                            0.047     0.23          0.11          -0.018                  0.0056
  *0.022*            *0.015*       0.0049                           -0.0021   0.061         0.0023        -0.0012                 1.0 × 10^4^
  *0.26*             *0.19*        *0.046*                          0.041     -0.018        0.0035        -0.021                  -2.8 × 10^4^
  *0.12*             *0.082*       *0.81*                           *0.50*    1.8           0.070         -0.089                  9.1 × 10^4^
  *0.021*            *0.014*       *0.23*                           *0.14*    *0.28*        0.018         -0.012                  4.5 × 10^4^
  *0.25*             *0.26*        *-0.046*                         *-0.33*   *0.041*       *-0.27*       0.12                    0.0033
  *0.19*             *0.18*        *0.11*                           *-0.12*   *0.24*        *0.27*        *0.77*                  1.5 × 10^4^

The upper right quadrant shows in Roman font the covariance of the fitted parameters established by bootstrapping (see [Materials and methods](#sec010){ref-type="sec"}). The diagonal are the parameter variances. The lower left quadrant shows the correlation coefficients in *Italic*. Units for the parameters are the same as in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005679.t001){ref-type="table"}. While we report these values, we emphasize that these values must be interpreted with care since posterior distributions of the parameters are sloppy \[[@pcbi.1005679.ref049]\] and do not look like multivariate normal distributions. Instead they show long nonlinear ridges of parameters with nearly-equivalent likelihoods.

For fitting the 3-d growth model, Eqs [(3)](#pcbi.1005679.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(5)](#pcbi.1005679.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we write the loss function $\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i}\left( N_{i} - N\left( t_{i};{\overline{g}}_{\text{max}},\overline{m},\overline{K},{\overline{\tau}}_{l},a_{c},D,\mu \right) \right)^{2}$. This is minimized as above over *a*~c~, *D*, *μ*, with the first four parameters inherited from the optimizations for liquid data. Results of the optimization are shown in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005679.g004){ref-type="fig"} (bottom). To establish confidence intervals, we bootstrap the entire analysis pipeline 30 times (the number is limited since parameter optimizations for PDEs describing the nutrient dynamics are computationally costly), resampling both the liquid and the 3-d colony data. While resampling the colony data, we keep the number of data points in each of the three regions constant (exponential, *t* \< 24, diffusion-limited, 24 ≤ *t* \< 48, and saturated, *t* ≥ 48). Confidence intervals on parameters and model predictions in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1005679.g004){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) and [Fig 5](#pcbi.1005679.g005){ref-type="fig"} are then done as explained above. We use the same bootstrapped data sets to estimate the covariances and correlations of the parameters ([Table 2](#pcbi.1005679.t002){ref-type="table"}). These are evaluated as empirical covariances and correlation coefficients of the best-fit values for the bootstrapped data sets.
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